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Introduction
The design of today modern high frequency electronic systems requires the inclusion of electromagnetic coupling effects. This can be achieved by using a full wave approach, which can include the interaction between the active devices and their surrounding EM field. The finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method [1] is one of the best candidates to be used in high frequency system simulation model to handle the field effect in the system. Several research works have been reported concerning the extension of the FDTD method to incorporate lumped microwave devices into 3-D full wave analysis. Among these, an extended FDTD method [2, 3] has been proposed to include simple lumped elements. However, this approach may become quite cumbersome in the modeling of threeterminal active devices with complicated equivalent circuit models and seems impractical when a multi-port lumped circuit is involved. Moreover, the actual device size cannot be easily taken into account, and tedious distributing procedures may be required [4] . In an effort to alleviate these problems, Thomas et al. [5] established the links between the FDTD method and the SPICE simulator. Although this approach is efficient in the sense that it exploits the already available codes, programming the link between FDTD and SPICE can be time consuming. Later on, C. N. Kuo et al. proposed in [6] another approach where the device-wave interaction is modeled through equivalent voltage-sources and state equations. In performing the calculation of state equations, however, the difference equations were not created at the same FDTD time step. Another approach has been proposed in [7, 8] incorporating a general two-terminals devices in a single FDTD cell. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been extended yet to three-terminal active devices. Thus, it is desirable that a more straightforward and simpler method is developed to include three-terminal active devices into FDTD algorithm.
In this paper, a new approach is presented without using state equations which must be solved at each time step. Therefore, it provides important savings in computational cost over [6] . Furthermore, the three-terminal active device can be easily extended over multiple FDTD cells without a significant modification to the method and without an increase in computational cost.
Theory
In order to include the equivalent circuit model of the MESFET Fig. 1 into the FDTD mesh, the active device can be inserted as shown in Fig. 2 (a) , where V 1 and V 2 are aligned to the FDTD grid edges beneath and perpendicular to the microstrip line with each ends connected to the microstrip line or a grounded via. Those vias are modeled as perfect conductors and provide a voltage reference to V 1 and V 2 .
Assume that the V 1 and V 2 are connected at the nodes r E z 1 and r E z 2 respectively along the z-direction; the update equations for E n+1 z (r E z 1 ) and E n+1 z (r E z 2 ) at the two ports of a MESFET can be found as: 
The admittance matrix of a MESFET in frequency domain, written as,
The resulting admittance matrix representation in the this domain is given by
Where q = 1, 2 is the port indexe. The coefficients C pq r and d r are obtained as in [8] .
By replacing jω with ∂ ∂t and −ω 2 with ∂ 2 ∂t 2 , the finite difference form of Eq. (4) is easily obtained as follow:
Using the following relationships:
Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) become
Where α n Z and β n Z represent the memory of the circuit: considerable savings on computational efforts. Also, this approach allows the active device to be easily extended across multiple cells without a significant modification to the algorithm and without an increase in computational cost. Simulation results show very good agreement with ADS. Furthermore, this approach can be easily used for the modeling of nonlinear active devices.
